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Locked nucleic acids (LNAs) exhibit a modified sugar fragment that is restrained to the C3′-endo conformation.
LNA-containing duplexes are rather stable and have a more rigid structure than DNA duplexes, with a
propensity for A-conformation of the double helix. To gain detailed insight into the local structure of LNA-
modified DNA oligomers (as a foundation for subsequent exploration of the electron-transfer capabilities of
such modified duplexes), we carried out molecular dynamics simulations on a set of LNA:DNA 9-mer duplexes
and analyzed the resulting structures in terms of base step parameters and the conformations of the sugar
residues. The perturbation introduced by a single locked nucleotide was found to be fairly localized, extending
mostly to the first neighboring base pairs; such duplexes featured a B-type helix. With increasing degree of
LNA modification the structure gradually changed; the duplex with one complete LNA strand assumed a
typical A-DNA structure. The relative populations of the sugar conformations agreed very well with NMR
data, lending credibility to the validity of the computational protocol.

Introduction

Synthetic oligonucleotides recently have been subject to
intensive research as they offer possibilities of fine-tuning their
properties for a wide range of bio-oriented applications. Modi-
fied nucleotide building blocks with intriguing structural and
physicochemical characteristics have been synthesized.1,2 Among
them, locked nucleic acids (LNA) are most promising for RNA
and DNA mimetics.3-5

LNA monomers contain a modified sugar residue with an
additional bridge (Figure 1a),5,6 which confines the furanose
ring to N-type conformation, natural for the A-form of DNA
and RNA duplexes in helix form. This modification entails a
more rigid structure of the phosphate backbone but does not
prevent hybrization of LNA strands with complementary RNA
or DNA. On the contrary, as monitored by melting temperatures,
duplexes are substantially more stable when hybrized with
LNA.4-6 Structural changes in LNA:DNA or LNA:RNA helices
with respect to pure DNA:DNA or DNA:RNA duplexes have
been observed experimentally.3,5,7,8The actual conformation (A-
form, B-form or a mixture thereof) depends on the fraction of
locked monomers: the greater the amount of LNA nucleotides,
the more prominent is the A-DNA form.

The enhanced stability of LNA-containing materials, com-
bined with low toxicity and uncomplicated synthesis and
processing, has triggered their industrial-scale production. A
multitude of bioapplications of LNA materials has recently been
reported.9 These include usage of LNA assemblies as PCR
primers10 and agents affecting RNase H activity7,11 as well as
applications as LNAzymes,12 and in antisense and antigene
therapeutics.2,13 Also, LNA has been proposed to be used in
diagnostics via microarrays targeting RNA.14

Fairly unexplored is the potential utilization of LNA for
designing nanostructured materials, directed in particular towardmolecular electronics. Currently, various DNA oligonucleotides

and their supramolecular assemblies are designed and aimed to
function as molecular wires or parts of other “molecular”
devices.15 The charge-transfer properties of DNA, based on
electron transfer (ET) between the nucleobases, have been
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Figure 1. (a) Sketch of a locked sugar residue; (b) base pair sequences
of the 9-mer duplexes studied, together with the numbering of the
nucleotides. Upper indices L indicate locked monomers.
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intensely studied experimentally and theoretically.16,17 In view
of conformational changes induced by introducing LNA modi-
fications into DNA double helices, ET characteristics of such
macromolecules may be altered as well. To quantify the
structure-sensitive ET properties,16a,18one needs detailed knowl-
edge of the local structures ofπ-stacks in LNA:DNA duplexes.

A series of LNA:RNA and LNA:DNA duplexes and their
unmodified analogues have been explored by NMR.8,19-23

Combination of COSY, NOESY, and NOE NMR spectra has
helped to unravel the structures of LNA duplexes in solution.
X-ray crystallographic and AFM studies of such compounds
have also been reported.24 The type of helical structure, the
arrangement of the phosphate backbone, as well as sugar
conformations of nonlocked nucleotides were resolved for a
series of LNA-containing duplexes.8,19-24

In all these NMR investigations,19-23 restrained molecular
dynamics (rMD) simulations were used to extract helical
parameters, distances between phosphorus atoms, and phosphate
backbone dihedral angles as well as to visualize the experimental
structures. Sugar conformations of the nonmodified nucleotides
were determined from DQF COSYJ-constants. Thus far, there
are hardly purely theoretical studies of LNA-modified duplexes.
Very recently, the enhanced stability of LNA-containing hybrids
was rationalized via DFT estimates of binding energies in a set
of base pair trimers comprising DNA, RNA, LNA, and PNA;
yet, one should note that these models did not include effects
of an electrolyte environment.25

Specific information on the structure of LNA:DNA duplexes
at the molecular level is still missing. For instance, one would
like to understand from systematic “molecular modeling” studies
how an increasing content of LNA nucleotides affects local
structural characteristics of theπ-stack, sugar puckering vari-
ables, etc. In the present paper, we report on unrestrained
molecular dynamics (MD) simulations for a series of LNA:DNA
duplexes and the corresponding unmodified DNA:DNA refer-
ence system. We characterize all systems by base step param-
eters (BSP)26 as geometric descriptors to quantify the effect of
an increasing fraction of LNA nucleotides on the helical
structure. We also discuss how the structure of a duplex is
affected by the location of the LNA modification. Furthermore,
we address the geometry of the sugar moieties in terms of the
conformation of the furanose ring and the puckering amplitude.

Molecular Models and Computational Details

Structural parameters from rMD calculations targeting ex-
perimental results19-23 provide a practical reference for validat-
ing a simulation protocol for LNA systems. Therefore, as initial
objects of our unrestrained MD simulations, we chose a set of
six 9-mer duplexes, allwith the same sequence of nucleotides
(Figure 1b). Three duplexes were selected from the structures
investigated experimentally (NMR),20-22 namely an unmodified
DNA:DNA reference duplex, a partially modified LNA:DNA
complex containing three locked thymidine nucleotides, and its
analogue with one fully modified LNA strand. In addition, we
modeled three singly modified 9-mers, each with one locked
thymidine nucleotide. For each of these six systems, the base
pair sequence and the numbering of the corresponding 18
nucleotides are shown in Figure 1b.

The chosen set of structures allowed us to estimate the
influence of increasing LNA modification on the geometry of
mixed duplexes. Locking single thymidine nucleotides at
different positions along the DNA strand illustrates the impor-
tance (if any) of placing locked fragments in the center or near
the end of a helix. Moreover, from studying duplexes with a

single LNA modification, we expected clues regarding the range
of the LNA-induced structural perturbation.

Molecular dynamics simulations were performed with the
program package NAMD 2.6.27 In all calculations, we used the
force field AMBER95,28aaugmented with torsional parameters28b

that yield an improved presentation of DNA fragments. Al-
though recent findings indicate that the polarizable version of
this force field reproduces better agreement with experimental
structures,28c the nonpolarizableff99 variant was used in this
work because it allows direct comparison with rMD simulations
performed earlier for some of the studied oligomers.20-22

For calculating the electrostatic contribution to the potential
energy, one needs suitable atomic charges. We applied the
recommended RESP scheme29 to the locked nucleotides (LNs).
We followed the procedure described for standard nucleic acids
where atomic charges had been fitted to the electrostatic
potential generated at the HF/6-31G* level.29c First, at the
B3LYP/6-31G* level of theory,30 we separately optimized the
geometries of all four neutral locked nucleosides and of the
dimethylphosphate anion in gauche-gauche conformation, for
all of which we then calculated the HF/6-31G* electrostatic
potential. Subsequently, using the module RESP of Amber 8,31

we carried out a multimolecule RESP fitting separately for each
locked nucleoside and a phosphate moiety. The resulting atomic
charges of the four locked monomers and the corresponding
phosphates (see Figure S1 of Supporting Information) were used
in all simulations. At variance with the original scheme,29c we
did not average the charges of the four locked sugars and the
corresponding phosphate moieties but used them as obtained
for each LN because this reflects better the chemical specificity
of each monomer. Although the exact charge values differ from
those implemented in the force field for conventional nucleic
acids, positively and negatively charged centers are preserved
and the relative polarity of the different nucleotide fragments
is the same. Not unexpectedly, the differences in the electron
density distribution are largest in the sugar ring. The center C2′
becomes more positive due to its bond with the newly introduced
bridging oxygen, whereas the neighboring methylene group
reduces the positive charge on the center C4′. The RESP atomic
charges produced in this work are in general very close to those
previously employed in rMD simulations.22

The initial structure of the reference DNA duplex was
constructed in B-DNA form with the program NAB.32,33 The
modified duplexes were obtained by substituting locked nucle-
otides in the reference duplex. We introduced sodium cations
to neutralize the phosphate charges. Duplex and counterions
were solvated by TIP3P water molecules34 and enclosed in a
rectangular periodic box that was taken to extend about 10 Å
from the solute in each direction. Force field parameters,
topology, and Cartesian coordinates of the resulting structures
were obtained with the LEaP module of Amber 8.31 The unit
cells thus obtained contain∼3300 water molecules and consist
of ∼11 000 atoms in total. The dimensions of the periodic boxes
are between 50 and 60 Å. Table S1 (Supporting Information)
summarizes parameters pertinent to the size of the simulated
systems.

Before running an MD simulation, each initial structure was
subjected to 10 000 steps of conjugate gradient energy mini-
mization. During the subsequent equilibration, we invoked an
NVT ensemble.35 During 20 ps, the system was heated from 0
to 298 K and then maintained at 298 K for 130 ps. For each
duplex, equilibration was followed by NPT MD production runs
of 10 ns with time steps of 2 fs. The trajectories were generated
at 298 K temperature and 1 atm pressure. In all MD simulations,
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a particle mesh Ewald (PME) technique36 was used to estimate
electrostatic interactions; a cutoff of 10 Å (switched on at 8 Å)
was applied to the direct part of the PME sum and to nonbonded
interactions. All hydrogen-containing bonds in the duplexes were
constrained with the SHAKE algorithm37 and those in water
with the procedure SETTLE.38 We invoked standard AMBER
scaling factors for 1-4 electrostatic and nonbonded interactions.
We checked the stability of MD simulations by monitoring
fluctuations of the total energy and the density as well as of
temperature and pressure.

The resulting MD trajectories were subjected to structural
analysis to quantify the DNA structure and its change upon
introduction of locked nucleotides. With the help of the program
3DNA,26b we characterized the geometry of the duplexes by
evaluating the six base step parameters (three distancesrise,
shift, slide, and three anglestilt , twist, roll ) and by determining
the conformation of the sugar moieties. Note that, unless
explicitly specified, we will discusslocal base step parameters
(BSPs). We also calculated B-factors using the utility PTRAJ
of the Amber 8 package. All quantities were statistically
analyzed for ensembles of 10 000 snapshots that had been
extracted from the trajectories at intervals of 1 ps.

To verify that the average BSP values for the various
duplexes, albeit close in some cases, stem from different
statistical distributions, we carried out two-sidedt tests, compar-
ing pairs of average values for one and the same BSP. In 52
out of 54 cases, we obtainedp values lower than 0.05 (see Table
S2 of Supporting Information). Thus, the differences of these
averages are significant within the standard confidence interval
of 95%. The two exceptions concern the rise values of
5 1LNA-DNA and7 1LNA-DNA when compared to those
of DNA-DNA. Thus, statistical analysis showed that the trends
observed in our simulations represent meaningful structural
changes.

Results and Discussion

We discuss the structure of the oligomers studied in terms
of three types of parameters. We start with aglobal analysis of
the structure by monitoring how averages of BSPs over various
duplexes change along the trajectories. Then, for each duplex,
we analyze trajectory averages of BSPs of individual neighbor-
ing base pairs. Finally, we compare BSPs and sugar conforma-
tions to experimental data.

Figure 2. Averages of the six base pair step parameters for selected duplexes, displayed along the corresponding trajectories: 10 000 snapshots
extracted at intervals of 1 ps: blue,DNA-DNA; green,5 1LNA-DNA; red,3LNA-DNA; black,9LNA-DNA.
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Base Step Parameters along Trajectories.For a subset of
the LNA:DNA 9-mer duplexes, Figure 2 presents the time
evolution of average base step parameters (taken over all base
steps of a duplex) as derived from the snapshots along the MD
trajectories. For each duplex studied, Table 1 summarizesoVerall
averages of each BSP (for all base pair steps of each duplex
over all snapshots) of the three translational and the three
rotational base step parameters. The corresponding average
parameters of canonical B-DNA33 and A-DNA,39 also calculated
with the program 3DNA, are provided for comparison. Inspec-
tion of Figure 2 and Table 1 reveals that the six BSP values of
all systems fall into ranges that are typical for DNA helices.

In terms of BSP values, the structure of the nonmodified
DNA-DNA reference duplex is close to that of standard
B-DNA.33 The largest differences between calculated and
experimental average values occur for slide (0.23 Å) and roll
(6°) (Table 1). The experimental data correspond to averaged
parameters of an “ideal” B-DNA duplex. The differences in slide
and roll, however, come from the specific nucleotide sequence
in the oligomers studied. The larger negative slide is due to the
two (AT)(TA) steps, and the big positive roll stems from the
(TA)(GC) and (TA)(AT) steps. That specific behavior of these
steps agrees with experimental results.40 Nevertheless, more than
80% of the structures of the reference exhibit the characteristics
of B-DNA as judged by the program 3DNA via the qualifiers
Zp and ZpH.26b None of the six parameters seems to exhibit a
special trend along the trajectory, only more or less random
fluctuations around their averages (Supporting Information,
Tables S3 and S4). However, base pairs 5 and 6 in the middle
of the duplex appear to be relatively mobile, as the standard
deviations of their BSPs are among the largest (see also the
discussion of B-factors below). On the basis of the above, the
simulated DNA:DNA duplex is considered suitable as reference
for comparison with the analogous LNA:DNA 9-mers.

The base pair step parameters averaged over LNA-containing
duplexes (Figure 2) exhibit a similar behavior along the
trajectories as the corresponding parameters of the DNA
reference. All parameters fluctuate randomly around their
average values without any specific patterns along the trajec-
tories that would indicate systematic structural changes.

However, for slide, shift, twist, and tilt, one observes
systematic differences between 9-mer duplexes with increasing
number of locked monomers (Figure 2). Slide is most sensitive
to locking among the three distance BSPs, to be followed by
shift; similarly, twist is most sensitive among the angle
parameters, to be followed by tilt. This can be seen from the
different relative displacements of the corresponding curves and
will be discussed in more detail in the next section. Values of
roll also change, but to a much smaller extent, while alterations
in rise with LN content are not noticeable on the scale of the

graphs (Figure 2, Table 1, Tables S3 and S4 of Supporting
Information). Thepattern of change of the parameters along
the duplex is most robust for roll because its values are closer
to those in A-DNA already in the reference duplex and do not
need major readjustments upon LNA modification. The absolute
values of slide, shift, roll, and tilt clearly increase with the
fraction of LNs, and values of twist and rise decrease concomi-
tantly (Table 1). The largest standard deviations among the
distance BSPs were calculated for slide and among the angles
for roll. This is in line with statistics on experimental X-ray
structures40 where these two BSPs, together with twist, were
classified as least restricted among the six BSPs.

Comparison between the base step parameters of the three
singly modified9-mers is provided as Supporting Information
(Figure S2). As shown by the standard geometric descriptors,
all duplexes evolve quite regular along the trajectories. As
discussed above, only slide, roll, and twist fluctuate in a more
noticeable fashion around their average values. However, the
range of values spanned by a given BSP is the same for the
three helices, e.g., slide varies between-1.4 and 0.2 Å and
twist changes from 28° to 36° in all singly modified systems.
Averages of BSP values over duplexes and trajectories (Table
1) are very similar to those of the referenceDNA-DNA, thus
indicating that a single LN perturbation is not strong enough to
change appreciably the overall helical structure. Neither does
the location of the LN modification on the strand induce
differences in the average characteristics of the entire hybrids.

The mean difference between the overall average character-
istics of DNA-DNA and3LNA-DNA is 0.20 Å for transla-
tional BSPs and 1.2° for angular BSPs. These values are slightly
larger than the sum of the changes due to the three single LNs
(rows 2-5 of Table 1). The corresponding mean differences
between9LNA-DNA and DNA-DNA is 0.73 Å and 4.8°,
which are larger than three times the changes observed in
3LNA-DNA. Thus, structural changes do not seem to be
strictly proportional to the number of LNs. Rather, there is some
amplification due to the interaction between different LN
modifications. This interaction is mostly expressed in terms of
shift and twist.

Trends of the BSPs indicate a gradual transformation of the
helix structure from B-DNA to A-DNA form due to the effect
of locked nucleotides that notably increases with the LN content
of the oligomers (Table 1). The fully modified duplex9LNA-
DNA already has average base step parameters that are
characteristic of an A-DNA helix. The overall structural
differences betweenDNA-DNA and 9LNA-DNA are il-
lustrated by Figure 3. The four systems with partial LN
modification exhibit intermediate BSP values between those of
DNA-DNA and9LNA-DNA (Table 1). The average values
of slide, roll, and tilt of the hybrid with three modified thymine

TABLE 1: Averages and Standard Deviations of Base Step Parameters for All Duplexes Studied along the Corresponding
Trajectoriesa

duplex shift slide rise tilt roll twist

DNA-DNA 0.06( 0.16 -0.42( 0.27 3.33( 0.07 0.2( 1.1 3.2( 2.3 32.5( 1.3
2 1LNA-DNA 0.07( 0.16 (0.01) -0.63( 0.25 (0.21) 3.31( 0.07 (0.02) 0.6( 1.1 (0.4) 3.8( 2.1 (0.6) 31.8( 1.2 (0.7)
5 1LNA-DNA 0.05( 0.17 (0.01) -0.49( 0.25 (0.07) 3.33( 0.07 (0.00) 0.2( 1.1 (0.0) 3.7( 2.1 (0.5) 32.3( 1.3 (0.2)
7 1LNA-DNA 0.10( 0.16 (0.04) -0.59( 0.27 (0.17) 3.33( 0.08 (0.00) 0.7( 1.1 (0.5) 3.1( 2.2 (0.1) 32.5( 1.4 (0.0)
3LNA-DNA 0.13( 0.16 (0.07) -0.94( 0.25 (0.52) 3.31( 0.08 (0.02) 1.4( 1.2 (1.2) 4.3( 1.9 (1.1) 31.2( 1.2 (1.3)
9LNA-DNA 0.61( 0.16 (0.55) -2.05( 0.22 (1.63) 3.31( 0.08 (0.02) 4.1( 1.1 (3.9) 6.5( 2.1 (3.3) 25.3( 1.3 (7.2)
B-DNAb 0.00 -0.19 3.36 0.0 -2.8 36.0
A-DNA c 0.00 -1.70 3.28 0.0 10.8 31.0

a Experimental values for B-DNA and A-DNA helices are also shown for comparison. Relative absolute changes of average base step parameters
with respect to the referenceDNA-DNA duplex are given in parentheses. distances in Å, angles in deg.b Reference 33.c Reference 39.
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nucleotides differ from those of the reference, but the remaining
BSPs are like those inDNA-DNA, i.e., in total, the structure
resembles more a B-DNA type (Table 1). Singly modified
duplexes have duplex-averaged BSPs (along trajectories, Figure
S2 of Supporting Information) and trajectory-averages (Table
1) that are very similar to the corresponding quantities of the
DNA-DNA reference.

Step Parameters between Individual Base Pairs.Having
established how LN content affects the overall shape of the
duplexes, we now turn to the trajectory averages of individual
base step parameters. Figure 4 shows these data for the six base
step parameters in four of the six 9-mers studied.

The trajectory averages of the base step parameters between
individual base pairs in3LNA-DNA display moderate changes
compared to the reference systemDNA-DNA, while variations
are much more pronounced in the fully modified duplex9LNA-
DNA (Figure 4, Table S3 of Supporting Information).

As has to be expected from the findings for duplex averages,
strong systematic BSP deviations for individual base pair steps
from DNA-DNA to 9LNA-DNA are observed for slide, shift,
twist, tilt, and partially for roll (Figure 4, Tables S3, S4 of

Supporting Information). The structure variations in the LNA:
DNA duplexes, expressed as differences of BSP values for each
base pair step from the corresponding data ofDNA-DNA,
decrease with increasing LN content for the BSPs listed. For
example, the largest difference among the distances between
9LNA-DNA andDNA-DNA is for slide of base pair steps
8-9 (2.10 Å) and the smallest one is for rise of base pair steps
6-7 (the two values coincide). Among the angles the corre-
sponding maximum and minimum deviations are for twist of
base pair steps 3-4 (17.6°) and for roll of steps 7-8 (0.8°).
These finding are in line with the response of those character-
istics already observed from the behavior of BSP duplex
averages along the various trajectories (Figure 2, Table 1).

On the basis of experimental data on DNA duplexes, by
statistical analysis of X-ray structures and by principal com-
ponent analysis, slide and roll have been classified as BSPs
which are most sensitive to structure perturbations.33,39-41 In
our simulations, this is confirmed for the effect of LN content
on slide. Roll probably changes less in LNA:DNA oligomers
because its values are non-negligible already in the reference
DNA-DNA duplex (see below). The most stable characteristic

Figure 3. Helix types inDNA-DNA (left panel) and9LNA-DNA (right panel): typical snapshots with value of the base step parameters close
to their averages for the corresponding system.
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according to our computations is rise; its fluctuations are
smallest and do not seem to be affected by LN content (Figure
4).

The trajectory averages of the individual BSP values (Figure
4) are not uniform along the various duplexes but most likely
are governed by chemical specificity of the neighboring base
pairs. For example, the two (TA)(GC) steps 2-3 and 7-8 have
large roll values in all duplexes; this has also been observed in
other MD simulations,42 theoretical conformational analysis,43

and in X-ray structures40 and is partly due to the bulky methyl
group of thymine interacting with the sugar methylene group43

or to specific hydrogen bonds.40 The notable roll values of the
fifth base pair step may have a similar cause43 but in addition
may be associated with the central position in the helix.

Already in3LNA-DNA one finds practically all (individual)
base step parameters affected by the LN modification because
each base pair (except for the CG pair 9-10, Figure 1) has a
locked nucleotide as nearest neighbor. For most base pair steps
of the triply modified oligomer, the values of slide and roll are
merely displaced to larger absolute values relative to theDNA-
DNA reference and those of twist to smaller values, while the
other three parameters change in a less uniform manner. As
shown previously,40 twist and roll are always inversely correlated
and the present results are no exception. In9LNA-DNA, slide
and roll preserve the direction of change compared to3LNA-

DNA: the former becomes more negative and the latter more
positive with respect to the corresponding values of the triply
modified duplex. Tilt of all base pair steps in9LNA-DNA is
also displaced toward more positive values. Thus, the trend of
these three parameters is already defined by partial locking of
the three thymine nucleotides of3LNA-DNA. On the other
hand, shift and twist in9LNA-DNA exhibit changes of
opposite quality with respect to nonmodified or partially
modified duplexes: if a value in the latter system is small, then
it is large in9LNA-DNA and vice versa. This indicates that a
more substantial LN modification is necessary for these two
parameters to adopt the values characteristic of fully locked
duplexes, i.e., positive shift and small twist.

All parameter changes in9LNA-DNA are in line with the
transition to the helical form of A-DNA39 as is confirmed by
detailed inspection of Table 1 and Table S3 (see Supporting
Information). As already mentioned,9LNA-DNA has average
base step parameters that correspond to the A-DNA type of the
helix, while 3LNA-DNA (with only three locked thymidine
nucleotides) still resembles more closely B-DNA than A-DNA
helical conformation although its BSP values are intermediate
(Table 1). The present limited data sets do not allow a conclusion
whether this is a consequence of the non-neighboring placement
or simply the amount of LN modifications. In other

Figure 4. Trajectory averages of individual base pair step parameters inDNA-DNA (blue), 5 1LNA-DNA (green),3LNA-DNA (red), and
9LNA-DNA (black), estimated from MD trajectories of 10 ns. The canonical values of A-DNA and B-DNA are indicated as A and B, respectively.
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words, a substantial change of the overall structure may require
a larger fraction of LNA components than just1/3 as in3LNA-
DNA.

The BSP values of the threesingly modifiedduplexes (Figure
5) very well illustrate how far LN-induced structural perturba-
tions propagate along a duplex. Away from the marked LN-
modified regions, all BSPs follow closely theDNA-DNA curve
(blue). In contrast, the LN-containing steps and their neighbors
have BSP values essentially identical to those in3LNA-DNA.
In fact, for each singly modified duplex, those BSPs involving
a LN modification are closer to the3LNA-DNA curve (red).
Apparently, in the vicinity of the perturbation, the structure of

all singly modified duplexes resembles that of3LNA-DNA,
whereas in the remaining part of the duplex, the BSPs are like
those of DNA-DNA. This holds for all parameters but is
especially evident for slide as the parameter most sensitive to
LN modification. Besides base pairs in nearest-neighbor posi-
tions to the modification, the step involving the next-nearest
base pair in 3′-direction from the LN is also affected. These
observations confirm the local nature of the conformation
perturbation due to a single LN substitution. Furthermore,
adjacent LNs are necessary for nonadditive structural influence
that leads to a global change of the helical conformation. Note
that the BSPs of the perturbed region of5 1LNA-DNA do not

Figure 5. Trajectory averages of the base step parameters shift, slide, tilt, and twist for individual steps of2 1LNA-DNA (magenta),5 1LNA-
DNA (green), and7 1LNA-DNA (brown). Results forDNA-DNA (blue) and3LNA-DNA (red) are given for comparison. The canonical values
of A-DNA and B-DNA are indicated as A and B, respectively. The arrows designate the two base pair steps containing locked nucleotides.
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agree with those of3LNA-DNA to the same degree as those
in the two terminally substituted systems. This may be due to
reduced flexibility in the center ofthis duplex, which prevents
full structural relaxation in response to the LNA modification,
at least on the time scale of the present MD simulations. Overall,
the three singly modified duplexes have BSPs closer to the
average B-DNA values (Table 1, Table S4 of Supporting
Information), i.e., the duplexes are in B-DNA form.

From melting point measurements,4-6 LNA-modified du-
plexes have been considered as more rigid than their DNA
analogues. One wonders how this finding will be reflected in
the standard deviations of average structure parameters. The
standard deviations of theindiVidual base step parameters (Table
1; Tables S3 and S4 and Figure S3 of Supporting Information)
in general do not show any trends in the duplexes studied.
However, theduplex-aVeragedstandard deviations in the LNA:
DNA complexes decrease with increasing LNA content, e.g.,
the standard deviation of slide decreases from 0.59 Å inDNA-
DNA to 0.50 Å in9LNA-DNA and that of twist from 5.8° to
4.2°. This computational result may be taken to reflect the more
rigid nature of LNA modified systems.

The relative rigidity of LNA-containing duplexes is verified
by an analysis of the calculated B-factors of all heavy atoms of
the three experimentally investigated 9-mer duplexesDNA-
DNA, 3LNA-DNA, and9LNA-DNA (Figure 6). As expected,
the B-factors of all three duplexes are higher for the backbone
atoms and lower for those in the bases. However, the increased
mobility of base pair step 5-6 (discussed above) ofDNA-
DNA is evident: the B-factors for the bases of nucleotides 5,
6, 14, and 15 are substantial. The two terminal base pairs have
the highest B-factors, in line with the “fraying” observed
experimentally for the three duplexes.20-22 The absolute values
of the obtained B-factors are larger than those normally
determined for crystal structures35 but are comparable to the

values recently reported from an MD simulation of a DNA
oligomer in solution where the same force field had been used.28c

In the two LNA:DNA 9-mers, the B-factors of strand I, which
contains the locked nucleotides, are significantly smaller than
those ofDNA-DNA. The average B-factors of the atoms in
strand I are (45.8( 29.4) Å2 for DNA-DNA, (29.3( 21.0)
Å2 for 3LNA-DNA, and (27.9( 22.0) Å2 for 9LNA-DNA.
The mobility of the atoms in the unmodified strand of the two
LNA:DNA oligomers is also lower but not as small as in the
locked strand. The corresponding average B-factors of strand
II are (50.6( 37.6) Å2 for DNA-DNA, (36.9( 25.1) Å2 for
3LNA-DNA, and (38.2( 31.3) Å2 for 9LNA-DNA.

The adequacy of the computational approach used here can
best be judged by comparing structural descriptors from
simulations to those extracted from experiment. Therefore, we
calculated somehelical parameters26b of DNA-DNA and
3LNA-DNA and compared them to the corresponding experi-
mental results (Figure S4).21 Helical BSPs differ from thelocal
ones discussed above in the coordinate system, which for the
latter is based on two mean base pair reference frames in each
step, whereas helical BSPs are defined with respect to a helical
axis that results from a fit to all equivalent C1′-N9 (purines)
and C1′-N1 (pyrimidines) vectors along the same strand.26b

Thus, helical parameters can be considered as global structural
descriptors.

The calculated values of helical rise (h-rise) and twist (h-
twist) are similar to those obtained from restrained MD, which
can be taken to represent experimental NMR structures of the
duplexes (Figure S4).21 Standard deviations of our trajectory
averages are about two times larger than those of “experimental”
results. This finding may reflect the unconstrained nature of
the present MD simulations, but also the substantially larger
ensembles (20 structures in rMD, 104 snapshots in the present
MD simulations).

In both sets of results, computational and “experimental”,
h-rise values of the individual steps are more uniform inDNA-
DNA than in 3LNA-DNA. Trends along the duplexes are
reproduced as well, except for steps 5-6 in DNA-DNA and
8-9 in 3LNA-DNA. When discussing differences between
theoretical and “experimental” results, one should keep the
widely different sizes of the underlying ensembles in mind (see
above). The three steps of3LNA-DNA with a locked nucle-
otide on the 5′ side (steps 2-3, 5-6, and 7-8) feature smaller
h-rise values than the unlocked steps; according to both rMD
and unrestricted MD simulations, the differences being more
pronounced in the latter structures. MD and rMD data also show
similar alterations of h-twist on going fromDNA-DNA to
3LNA-DNA when one compares corresponding base pair steps
of the two duplexes; the reduction of h-twist in the LN-modified
duplex is most significant for steps 2-3, 5-6, and 7-8. The
range of theoretical h-twist values is more compact along the
two duplexes. However, there are also notable differences in
h-twist between the two data sets: for base steps 6-7 and 7-8
of DNA-DNA and for 5-6 and 6-7 of 3LNA-DNA, the
“experimental” value for 5-6 being very small.21 These
discrepancies may be related to different algorithms for defining
the helical axes.21,26b

In summary, the helical parameters obtained from the present
MD simulations, both for the DNA reference duplex and
3LNA-DNA, in general are more uniform. ForDNA-DNA
they are closer to the B-DNA form, and for3LNA-DNA they
are intermediate between B-DNA and A-DNA. Jensen et al.
arrived at the same qualitative conclusions on the basis of rMD
simulations.21

Figure 6. Trajectory-averaged B-factors of heavy atoms ofDNA-
DNA (blue),3LNA-DNA (red), and9LNA-DNA (black). The upper
panel shows the values for strand I (atom numbers increase from residue
1 to residue 9, Figure 1), and the lower panel those for strand II (atom
numbers increase from residue 18 to residue 10, Figure 1).
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Sugar Conformations. In locked nucleotides, the sugar
conformation is fixed to the C3′-endo form (Figure 7). The
conformations of the other sugar residues are important descrip-
tors of oligomers with locked fragments. In fact, the fractions
of different furanose ring conformations provide an alternative
measure for the helix type. Experimentally, the conformation
of the sugar ring can be determined by fitting NMR coupling
constants derived from DQF-COSY spectra.19-22 Models with
one, two, or several states have been used in this fitting
procedure.22 The most simple model derives the helix conforma-
tion only on the basis of the fraction of sugars in O4′-endo
conformation (Figure 7). The more such sugars are present, the
more the structure resembles an A-type helix. A second
approach uses the fractions of C2′-endo and C3′-endo confor-
mations for characterizing the helix type as B-form and A-form,
respectively. A third type of model admits all ten conformations
(5 exo, 5 endo) of the sugar rings. Wengel and co-workers used
the two-state model in their experimental study of sugar
conformations in unmodified and two LNA-modified 9-mers
and calculated the relative populations of the two most abundant
sugar conformations;20-22 they estimated the C2′-endo popula-
tion from fits of NMR coupling constants and assigned the
remaining part of the sugars to the C3′-endo conformation. We
used the program 3DNA26b to classify the conformation of the
furanose rings; following the convention of Altona and Sundaral-
ingam,44 this procedure relies on a combination of the five cyclic
torsion angles C4′-O4′-C1′-C2′, O4′-C1′-C2′-C3′, C1′-
C2′-C3′-C4′, C2′-C3′-C4′-O4′, and C3′-C4′-O4′-C1′
(see Figure 7 for the designation of the atoms).

C2′-endo and C3′-endo sugar conformations are known to
interconvert relatively easily in DNA (more than 10 times within
2 ns MD of a B-DNA 20-mer)42 but less often in RNA (only
two events within 2 ns MD of A-RNA of the same oligo-
mer).35,42,45There have been both experimental and computa-
tional attempts to determine the energy difference between the
two minima as well as the energy barrier of the pseudorotation
that connects the two structures.46 The C2′-endo form was found
to be lower in energy in DNA, and the C3′-endo conformer is
the most stable one in RNA. By using a variety of computational
methods, ranging from force-field-based simulations to DFT
calculations, one finds the two energy minima separated by 0.3-
3.0 kcal/mol in deoxyribonucleosides and 0.6-1.7 kcal/mol in
ribonucleosides.46,47The corresponding free energy differences,
as extracted from NMR experiments, are 0.1-0.5 kcal/mol for
deoxyribonucleosides and 0.2-0.8 kcal/mol for ribonucleosides,
depending on the nucleobase.46a,48

The conversion of the C2′-endo to the C3′-endo conformer
takes place via the O4′-endo conformation. The corresponding
energy barrier of deoxyribonucleosides has been estimated at
1.6-4.3 kcal/mol by using the same type of computational
methods as just discussed.46b,47At the same level of theory, the
C3′-endo to C2′-endo barrier of ribonucleosides was determined
at 1.8-5.0 kcal/mol.47 A potential of mean force simulation
using a model potential predicted a free energy barrier of (2.2
( 0.2) kcal/mol for deoxyadenosine.49 Values of the potential
energy barrier for nucleosides from NMR data vary between
3.3 kcal/mol (deoxycytosyl)45a and 4.7 kcal/mol (ribonucleo-
sides).50

It is of interest to check the distribution of sugar conforma-
tions in LNA-containing duplexes. Figure 8 provides the
calculated fractions of the three types of sugar conformations,
separately for each nucleotide, of the DNA:DNA and LNA:
DNA duplexes studied (see also Table S5 of Supporting
Information). Evidently, the unmodified helix ofDNA-DNA
features a B-type structure as the percentage of S-type furanose
rings is very high, (87.3( 5.6)% on average.45 The corre-
sponding amounts in the three singly modified systems are very
similar: (83.9( 6.4)% of the nonlocked sugars of2 1LNA-
DNA have S-type conformations, (88.4( 4.5)% in5 1LNA-
DNA and (87.7( 6.0)% in7 1LNA-DNA.

Despite its larger LN fraction, the number of S-type confor-
mations of the sugar rings remains essentially the same for the
nonmodified nucleotides of3LNA-DNA, (84.0 ( 7.4)% on
average. However, the situation is different in9LNA-DNA,
where the amount of S-type sugar rings of the nonmodified
nucleotides decreases to (57.4( 18.5)%. On the other hand,
the fraction of N-type furanose of thenonlockednucleotides
grows regularly with the LNs of the 9-mer duplexes: (3.3(
2.5)% in DNA-DNA, (4.8 ( 3.5)% in 2 1LNA-DNA, (3.5
( 3.8)% in5 1LNA-DNA, (3.5 ( 3.4)% in7 1LNA-DNA,
(5.5 ( 4.1)% in3LNA-DNA, and (11.4( 7.4)% in9LNA-
DNA. Thus, locking some monomers affects also other residues
throughout the duplex. Moreover, this influence exhibits a
directional preference. In singly modified duplexes, the sugar
ring of nucleotides at the 3′-side of a locked nucleotide has a
higher propensity for changing its conformation to N-type, while
unmodified residues on the 5′-side are hardly affected. In our
simulations, the N-type population of the neighboring nucleotide
at the 3′-side can reach 20%. This supports the “conformational
steering” inherent to locked nucleotides that had been concluded
from experimental observations.3

The various nucleotides are not uniformly affected. Pyrimi-
dine-bound sugars apparently are more easily converted to

Figure 7. Sugar conformations in DNA and RNA: (a) C2′-endo (S-
type), dominant in B-DNA (atom notations in the furanose ring
provided); (b) C3′-endo (N-type), dominant in A-DNA and RNA; (c)
O4′-endo, intermediate conformation, viewed perpendicular to the plane
formed by the four carbon atoms of the ring.
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N-type conformation, while purine-bound sugars are more
resistant to conformational change. The distribution of confor-
mations of sugar rings on the nonmodified strand is not
systematically altered in partially modified duplexes (Figure 8).
However, in the fully modified duplex9LNA-DNA, more
sugar rings of the complementary (DNA) strand are converted
to N-type, with populations of up to 30%. As above for base
step parameters, also the distribution of sugar conformations is
more affected for central moieties of a duplex than for terminal
ones. Apparently, the enhanced mobility of terminal residues
allows them to adjust more easily their conformation, whereas
constraints of central nucleotides limit the possibility for
counteracting the structural stress imposed by the more rigid
LNA strand.

In the nonlocked strand of9LNA-DNA, the population of
the O4′-endo (intermediate) conformation is notably larger, (31.2
( 12.2)% on average. Thus, a two-state model may not be
optimal for extracting the amount of sugar conformations from
NMR data of hybrids with large LN fractions. In3LNA-DNA,
the O4′-endo fraction is comparable to that inDNA-DNA and
singly modified duplexes: (9.4( 4.1)% inDNA-DNA, (11.3

( 5.5)% in2 1LNA-DNA, (8.1 ( 3.7)% in5 1LNA-DNA,
(8.8( 4.8)% in7 1LNA-DNA, and (10.5( 7.1)% in3LNA-
DNA.

Finally, we turn to a comparison of S-type sugar content from
our MD simulations and analogous NMR data20-22 that are
available for most base pairs of the duplexesDNA-DNA,
3LNA-DNA, and9LNA-DNA (Figure 9).

Agreement between results from MD simulations and NMR
can be considered good for almost all sugar residues if one takes
into account error margins of 10-15% of the experimental
fractions derived from fits of NMR coupling constants.20-22 One
should not expect full quantitative correspondence between the
two sets of values due to the different time scale of the MD
simulations, which is shorter than that during which NMR data
were accumulated. Striking exceptions to the overall good
agreement are residues 4A and 6A of3LNA-DNA as well as
15T of9LNA-DNA (Figure 9). These discrepancies may have
various reasons. For example, during the fitting of NMR NOE
coupling constants, the amplitude of sugar puckering, i.e., the
maximum angle of torsion with respect to the plane of the
remaining ones,44 was fixed at 38° in DNA-DNA and3LNA-

Figure 8. Calculated fractions of sugar conformers in the 9-mer duplexes studied: S-type (black bars), N-type (gray bars), and O4′-endo type
(white bars). For the notation of the conformations, see Figure 7.
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DNA and at 36° in 9LNA-DNA.20-22 To check this assump-
tion, we estimated the puckering amplitudes for our MD results
and obtained the following average values for thenonmodified
sugars: (39.3 ( 6.9)° for DNA-DNA, (37.7 ( 7.0)° for
3LNA-DNA, and (38.8( 6.7)° for 9LNA-DNA. Thus, the
puckering amplitude is essentially constant and does not depend
on the presence or amount of locked nucleotides. All values
are similar to the average puckering amplitude in DNA, 39°.43

In addition, the average puckering amplitudes of the locked
sugars are (57.9( 3.0)° for 3LNA-DNA and (57.5( 3.1)°
for 9LNA-DNA, respectively. Thus, sugars of LNs feature
larger and more uniform amplitudes, which are necessary for
accommodating the second ring fragment. The rigidity of locked
sugar is also reflected in the smaller standard deviations; they
are less than half of those of standard sugar residues. Although
the amplitudes of nonlocked sugars of9LNA-DNA used in
the fitting of experimental data are somewhat different from
those calculated here, this does not seem sufficient for rational-
izing the observed substantial mismatch in sugar populations
of the three nucleotides just mentioned. There also may be
problems with evaluating experimental spectra, which exhibit

overlapping peaks in the pertinent region, or the short time of
the present MD simulations, as mentioned. In this context, note
that the analysis of our structure ensembles with respect to
average fractions of sugar conformations is statistically stable
already with 2500 snapshots.

When averaged overall nucleotides of a duplex, experimental
estimates of S-type populations, (81.9( 6.4)% forDNA-DNA,
(71.3( 22.6)% for3LNA-DNA, (32.9( 34.2)% for9LNA-
DNA,20-22 are not significantly different from our corresponding
“theoretical” values: (87.3( 5.6)% forDNA-DNA, (70.0(
32.9)% for 3LNA-DNA, and (28.7( 32.2)% for 9LNA-
DNA. These results support the validity of the computational
approach used in this study to provide atomistic characteristics
of LNA-modified DNA duplex oligomers.

Conclusions and Outlook

We reported (unconstrained) molecular dynamics simulations
on a series of LNA-modified DNA 9-mer duplexes that had
been selected because structural information was available via
NMR experiments.20-22 We characterized the structures by a
statistical analysis of the six base step parameters of all
neighboring base pairs. When tracing the effect of an increasing
amount of locked nucleotides, we diagnosed a “gradual” change
from B-DNA to A-DNA helix conformation. The system with
one fully locked chain displayed as a whole a structure that
corresponds to A-DNA form. The current MD results indicate
that any structural perturbation due to an isolated (single) locked
nucleotide is fairly localized within a duplex, essentially
restricted to the immediate neighboring base pairs.

We also determined populations of the three most abundant
conformations of the sugar rings. We found the amount of
N-type sugars of nonmodified nucleotides to increase with the
fraction of locked nucleotides, consistent with the transition to
A-DNA helix. Unmodified sugars of nucleotides at the 3′-side
of locked nucleotides showed a larger propensity for changing
their sugar conformation from S- to N-type, in line with
experimental findings.20-22

Comparison of structure data for the same LNA-modified
9-mer duplexes, derived either from NMR data or the present
unconstrained MD simulations, supports the validity of our
computational protocol. Similar MD simulations can generate
valuable structural information on LNA-modified DNA duplexes
and thus will open the route to further in-depth studies on larger
and more complicated LNA:DNA systems of practical interest.
Quite a few questions regarding the structure of LNA-modified
duplexes remain to be answered. A notable advantage compared
to NMR experiments is the relative swiftness with which
molecular simulations can provide an atomistic structural
description of good quality of prospective LNA-containing
oligomers. Ultimately, MD simulations may open the route to
effective targeted molecular design for LNA-modified DNA.
Moreover, such simulations may even provide geometrical
characteristics that are not directly accessible to experimental
techniques, e.g., amplitudes of sugar ring puckering of locked
nucleotides.

It is intriguing to speculate how the changed base step
parameters of LNA-containing duplexes compared to standard
DNA duplexes may affect charge transport properties of such
duplexes.16aAfter all, the electronic coupling between neighbor-
ing base pairs, hence the rate of electron transfer, is known to
depend in a very sensitive fashion16a,17d,18on the registry of
neighboringπ-systems.
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